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Is Dieting Killing You? New Discovery Says It’s the Worst Thing to Lose Weight. 

There are many diets out there. However, which is best long-term? This new solution says: None 
of them. 

WEST PALM BEACH, FL., Feb 23, 2018 — Like most people, by late February you have already 
forgotten your new year’s diet resolution. Anyone wishing to improve their diet always finds it 
challenging around this time of year.


But could it be dieting itself that is the problem?


In January, a panel of experts in diet, obesity, diabetes and food psychology scrutinised and rated 
40 diets. The Ketogenic diet came second to bottom, due to its high levels of fat, especially for 
people with liver or kidney problems. 


The winners were two relatively ‘unfashionable' diets:


- DASH advises eating small servings of grains, lean meat, vegetables or fruits, nuts or seeds, and 
fats such as vegetable oil. It reduces weight, blood pressure, is easy and you feel full on it. 
- The Mediterranean diet contains fruits, vegetables, whole grains, olive oil, fish, nuts, poultry, and 
dairy in moderation. It protects against diabetes, heart disease, is easy and even joyful to follow.  

Overall, the best-ranked diets are unrestrictive. So vegetarianism with occasional meat - AKA 
“Flexitarian” – scored higher than veganism, the WHOLE30 diet, or the ‘raw food diet’, which are 
too restrictive.


But a new discovery says it could actually BE dieting that is the real ‘weight-loss’ problem. By 
dieting and by creating these restrictions (“You can’t eat this”, “Don’t eat that”) you actually create 
the problems dieting seeks to solve. Says SourceVital.co CEO, Simon Thomson: “Depriving your 
body of what you love is a bad idea. In the long-term if you don’t get nutrients from organic foods, 
diets do more damage than you may realise”.


So if dieting doesn’t work what is the solution? SourceVital emphasizes “clearing out the old” 
through an easy and effective cleanse, and re-populating your ‘now-clean gut’ with high quality 
nutrients. “Follow what your car mechanic does: Clean everything out first, unblock the system - 
and then add the highest quality nutrients you possibly can”, says Thomson.


The SourceVital program is gaining in popularity because people are tired of constant dieting. 
They are turning to this new program that gets results because it doesn’t deprive you of any class 
of food. Once the 5 “Secrets” program is complete, you can eat anything - just in moderation!


###  

About SourceVital 



SourceVital.co is the flagship launch product of Source USA, Inc. a personalized 
recommendations and innovation technology company that helps you Source the Best of 
Everything In Your World™. Through SourceVital the company's goal is to be the #1 selling 
Shopify store globally by volume and revenues by 2022, serving more than ten million clients per 
year. SourceVital is the world's first health-and-wellness-focused platform that puts consumers at 
the forefront of cutting-edge natural health and wellness techniques, products and protocols.


SourceVital.co enables people to understand and manage their health and energy levels through a 
systematic “5 Secrets” program, that contains individualized packages of natural products, 
practices and protocols that teach clients how to gain energy, which naturally leads to weight 
loss. Clients can purchase the convenient SourceVital packages of products which are shipped 
directly to them. This unique, systematic, process increases access to quality health-products, 
information, and services, delivers better health outcomes and has the long-term objective of 
lowering overall health care costs. Find out more information about the “5 Secrets” to energy, 
weight loss and vitality at http://www.sourcevital.co.
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